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19th anniversary pictures

The company's 25th anniversary is a significant achievement as it celebrates a quarter of a century in business and celebrates a prosperous future in the market. You can use this groundbreaking anniversary to promote your achievements and share your celebrations with your employees and customers. Stefano Alberti/iStock/Getty Images Create a time capsule by browsing the archives to find old sales
transactions, photos of your business during the grand opening, old sample products or equipment you used when starting your business. If you have employees who have worked with you from the beginning, ask them to write a page or two about the time they spend in the company. If you've been working with customers since you first began, ask them to write about their experiences and how their
relationships with you have changed over the years. Collect all this information together ready to enter the time capsule. You can schedule a meeting with employees and selected customers for the 25th anniversary celebrations to show them the capsule and discuss its contents. It also gives you the opportunity to talk about the direction in which the company will be in the future. Find a safe place in the
office and store the time capsule so you can break it down again in the 50th anniversary. muse/iStock/Getty Images Design a special logo to celebrate the 25th anniversary that will cover all items throughout the year - you can use it for internal and external marketing purposes. For example, you can create commemorative cups, T-shirts, golf shirts, pens and mouse pads. They can reach customers or
employees through incentive schemes throughout the year. If you're planning a 25th anniversary party, order a promotional M&amp;Ms event with 25 and a company logo on them, or design a champagne label with a bottle with your logo. You can also promote your anniversary by ordering a new line of 25th anniversary stationery, envelopes and business cards. Add an extra touch with silver to extrusion
paper, as it symbolizes 25 years. yaseminnes/iStock/Getty Images The ceremony is one of the best ways to mark this achievement. You can use this event to launch a time capsule or just as a general celebration. Host a party in your office or local restaurant or country club to make it unique. Invite all employees, customers and some of your valued employees who may have retired. Silver has been a color
for 25 years, so incorporate silver into the theme with silver balloons and ribbons. You can also use commemorative items as part of your display - try putting a bottle of champagne with the 25th anniversary logo on it on each table or m&amp;ms dot bowls at the bar and on the food tables. Door awards such as t-shirts to celebrate the 25th anniversary and even $25 gift cards can make it more of an
opportunity for guests. Be sure to mark the achievements of the business owner with an engraved 25-year-old silver plate during the celebration. Lost Photo Some good ideas for 25th anniversary gifts include a silver photo frame, silver keychain or silver jewelry, according to About.com. The 25th anniversary is associated with silver and it is suggested that the gifts be made of material. Other gift proposals
About.com include silver paper scales, concert tickets wrapped in a silver ribbon, or tickets to a sporting event wrapped in a silver box. Traveling foals can present a trip to Silver Spring, Fla. or Silverstrand Beach, California. Creative egoists can write a poem in silver ink and present it in a silver frame. sozaijiten/Datacraft/Getty Images The 13th wedding anniversary is a lace anniversary. For this reason,
traditional gifts for the occasion include household items or clothing made of lace or lace inserts. Wedding anniversaries date back to ancient Rome, when couples celebrated their 25th and 50th marriage anniversary. The husbands lay a silver wreath to their wives to celebrate their 25th anniversary and a golden wreath to celebrate their 50th anniversary. The tradition of having a name for each year of
marriage dates back to the early twentieth century. This is where various stones have become associated with wedding anniversaries. Gemstones on the 13th wedding anniversary are malachite, lemons and moonstone. This time two years ago something happened. The air cracked secretly, as many of us fired tweets, DM and WhatsApp messages not only to our friends, but to other women who
eventually spoke to Me too. It woke us all up with the ennui that comes with the summer fading away. Suddenly, the beginning of autumn felt less like a seasonal no man's land, where all you would expect before Christmas was Halloween, and it happened at a time when it seemed like something was changing, epochal things could really happen. The news seemed relevant in a way he hadn't done before.
And so, what began as a harrowing tale of pride and harassment committed by one man who, outside of Hollywood and media circles, was quite little known, turned into a historic moment and became a movement. Of course, I was also not new at all. The two-word phrase comes from activist Tarana Burke, but it was only when her words (perhaps unconsciously?) were repeated on October 15, 2017 by
actor and producer Alysa Milano on Twitter that the two words became an international acronym for describing experiences in which too often language fails and disappoints us. What happened next was astounding. During the week, Twitter confirmed to CBS News that there were 1.7 million tweets, including the phrase, and that it had reached 85 countries. At this point, it wasn't even Rose McGowan,
Gwyneth Paltrow or Harvey Weinstein. I, too, became a radical viral feminist campaign and men – whether they were in professional positions or simply inhabiting the relative power of being man– they paid attention. The possibilities of Me Too seemed limitless. It was messy, not yet fully formed and, day after day, consisted of private stories of women - and many lumps in dry throats - now made public.
The possibilities of Me Too seemed limitless. It was messy, not yet fully formed and, day after day, consisted of private stories of women - and many lumps in dry throats - now made public. Immediately individual and collective, it felt like the perfect antidote to the nascent neoliberal #GirlBoss feminism we were fed, the antithesis of declassified branded activism and something, finally, more accessible than
a two-day summit at which already powerful women espoused their views on feminism in front of an audience that fired a hefty wads of cash into place in the crowd. Like anyone who grew up after the late 1960s in the world of second-wave feminism, I have long known the personal expression is political as a cry and a maxim to live their lives when the Weinstein story broke out, igniting the furious fire that
burned with the anger of thousands of women beneath Me Too. And like many women, I had a story to tell. It was one that I never told anyone because I never really even said it to myself before Me too. It wasn't the hashtag that gave me the language to finally express what happened to me; words – rape and assault – have always existed. The problem was that I didn't think they were following what I
experienced until I read other women's stories using this terminology. It was like a light, though not entirely welcome, went to the back of my brain and lit up the musted memory I worked hard to archive. Finally, I told my own story about what happened on a summer night in 2010, when I wrapped up the last weeks of university. Although I said it out loud to my friends, some of whom were there at the time
and saw it happen, I stopped sharing it online. Still, to this day I haven't posted on Twitter, Instagrammed or written about this status update on Facebook and to be honest, I'm not sure I'll ever do that. Looking at how other women from all walks of life, all over the world shared their angry, sad, brutal and visceral stories, joining the dots of their experiences, it was like seeing a thousand pins at once, lighting
up when they marked a place of abuse of power. But I felt like I was on the periphery of it all, significant as it was. Why? Because, deep down, I knew I would never report an incident because my chances of getting justice were so slim. You didn't find the right one. Am I also really moving towards a new era where men and women will finally be more equal? Or maybe it was something more reactionary,
which could only ever be fleeting, as long as the man who once said grab by the pussy sitting in the White House? Almost exactly a year from Me Too, Christine Blasey Ford stood before the world and forced us to ask these two questions again, sparking sparks movement: #WhyIDidn'tReport. Long dormant tales of power and attack erupted like hot lava, coagulating around the hashtag once again. A year
after Me Too were women, once again, doing emotional work trying to make changes just to find that the system wouldn't support them? Have women once again done emotional work trying to make changes just to find that the system will not support them? Now, two years later in the UK, this third question is still worth asking. In July, new Home Office figures analysed by The Guardian revealed that only
1.5% of all (886) rape cases reported to police in 2018-19 led to prosecutions or subpoenas. In context, it's only one in 65. Between 2015 and 2016, 14% of reported cases (4,908) ended in prosecution or subpoena. Then the London Rape Review, a report by Claire Waxman, the capital's commissioner for the same reason, post-Me Too is now likely, more than ever, aware of misogyny, sexism, boys'
culture, consent, sexual harassment and assault. There is also more control. Nevertheless, the gender pay gap persists. A recent report by the Young Women's Trust found that 32% of young women do not know how to report sexual harassment at work, and 24% said they were reluctant to do so for fear of losing their jobs. Two years from Me Too - in an era we call post-Me Too, as if we were experiencing
a real historical turning point - it's actually very difficult to say whether we are progressing or going backwards when it comes to equality. Perhaps it's a bad question to ask yourself. In her 1991 book Backlash: The Undeclared War Against American Women, Susan Faludi said that any push away from women's liberation is not due to women achieving full equality, but to the increased possibility that they
can win it. It is a pre-emptive strike that stops women long before reaching the finish line. So, perhaps the glaring signs that I too have not yet succeeded do not mean that it has failed, but that it is necessary, two years later, as it has ever been. Some lament that Boris Johnson has become Prime Minister despite the events of the past two years. The same people condemn Brexit as evidence that progress
is being reversed, reversed. But what if we live through a backlash - an uncomfortable moment of counting where we can figure out what a new order might look like? The two-year anniversary of Me Too is actually the anniversary of one viral moment that is part of the movement started by Tarana Burke in 1997. What Burke used two decades ago, on the other hand, was another moment in the ages of
women telling each other their stories. If the last two years have taught us anything, it means that they will continue to tell them, louder and louder, until something changes. Over time, it turns out that we are bound not by shame and silence, but by common Common. Common.
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